
 

SABO Return to Play Mechanic Modifications   

CBOC has put forward a safe return to play document. All SABO members will make themselves familiar 

with the document prior to officiating any games while the pandemic exist and Saskatchewan is under a 

Health Advisory.  

The Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA) guidelines allows for competition to take place in mini leagues 

currently consisting of no more than 50 people (these numbers can only change with the approval of the 

SHA).  All officials in each mini league shall count towards the total. Officials will only be assigned to one 

mini league at a time unless there is at least a 14-day break between mini leagues. 

The SABO executive recommends to all leagues/associations that while the health order is in effect and 

there are restrictions in place regarding any rules or mechanics, all games be non-competitive in nature, 

with no play-offs or championship game played.   

SABO has made a few additional recommendations to better protect our members:   

1. While entering and exiting the gym and during half time, officials shall wear a mask and follow 

all health and safety protocols for participants. 

2. Each game shall have two game balls that will not be used by either team for warming up prior 

to the game. There will be someone in each gym responsible for to periodically clean the balls 

and officials will periodically (at the end of each quarter, at each time out) switch the balls for 

cleaning. 

3. There shall be no jump ball.  Start of the game will begin with a backcourt throw in for the home 

team. 

4. In order to limit contact with the ball, officials will not handle the ball for either the front or back 

court throw-ins; play can resume with either a whistle or an official vocalizing that the game will 

resume from a minimum distance of 2 meters.  

5. Officials will not handle the ball for foul shots. Foul shots can be administered in one of two 

ways but must be determined prior to the start of the game in consultation with league 

administration: 

a. Foul shots will not be taken and players will be awarded with the 2 or 3 points followed 

by the ball being thrown in by the opposite team at the end line  

b. if foul shots are to be taken, the ball can be administered by the player in the lowest 

block space along the key - in this scenario the official will verbalize one shot or two and 

will start the five second count once the shooter has the ball.   



6. Officials shall stay at least 2 meters from players and participants at all times. SABO 

recommends that officials modify their floor positioning, staying above the 3-point line in the 

trail position and outside the key in the lead position. When possible, officials will endeavor to 

go deeper at lead to get appropriate angles and wider at trail. Officials will do their best to limit 

pinching-in to the play thus limiting exposure to small vapors from the whistle coming in contact 

with players/coaches. 

7. Reporting fouls will be done as normal but any interaction with players who want an 

explanation will be done from 2 meters distance. 

8. Communication with coaches will be done at 2 meters distance. 

9. During intervals of play officials will find a spot in the gym where they can distance from others 

in the gym  

10. Officials will not sign the score sheet 

11. Availability of electronic whistles is limited; however, they can be used by officials if they have 

one.  

12. Hand sanitizer should be available for players/coaches and officials at the minor officials table – 

SABO encourages officials to carry an individual sanitizer in their pocket 

13. If officials want to wear gloves they can do so 


